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Happy Spring Fellow Outdoor Communicators

H

appy Spring 2021. I hope everyone is doing
well and getting out to chase turkeys, wrangle
fish and enjoy the myriad other “duties” we
are obliged to perform as outdoor communicators.
We recently wrapped up our midyear board
meeting in sunny Florida and we thank our hosts
with the Punta Gorda/Englewood Beach Visitor and
Convention Bureau. The meeting was well-attended
with several members present in the boardroom and
a couple others teleconferencing in. I am especially
appreciative of our committee members who made
themselves available to phone in reports and field
board member questions.
The meeting featured detailed, spirited discussion with an excellent interchange of ideas. I
think one mark of a great meeting is when the team
leaves with more work to do. We had some ambitious committee assignments this year, most notably
a tasking to look in detail at our constitution and bylaws, identifying where we might be a little “behind
the times” with our methods, policies and programs.
Trent Marsh has an outstanding team digging into
this. We plan on having something for the entire
membership to see later this year before our annual
conference in Gaylord, Michigan.
We also discussed how our organization
goes about communicating with members. We identified some opportunities and we anticipate developing an integrated communication plan that will focus
much of our information and marketing efforts.
Member recruiting programs, both media
members and corporate members, were also on
everyone’s mind. Our Corporate and Tourism com-
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mittees (Dena Vick and Jim Zaleski) pooled resources and have identified some excellent opportunities and a path forward to improve those important
parts of our AGLOW business model. Our media
member recruitment chairman Scott Mackenthun
dedicated considerable thought and energy to the
rapidly evolving world in which our media members
find themselves engaged.
Regarding the annual conference, we had a
productive meeting with our Gaylord partners and
Executive Director Mark Smith made a site visit to
assess logistics and operational needs, with an eye
toward any kind of tweaks that may be required due
to COVID-19 issues that might remain in play.
Please be assured that we will work to deliver an
outstanding conference, loaded with informative and
entertaining sessions, bookended by Michigan’s
world-class outdoor opportunities. Everyone should
plan on attending, having a good time, meeting new
people and leaving with multiple stories and other
production materials in hand.
Without doubt, things remain a little “weird”
in terms of the issues we are all working through
relative to the coronavirus pandemic. Please, everyone, hang in there. Do what you must to stay
healthy. In the meantime, if you know someone who
might make a great addition to our membership,
please reach out to us if we can help you encourage
them to sign up. Thanks for all you do daily to help
build support for conservation, to regale and inspire
readers, viewers and listeners with adventures, and
to make our outdoor communications marketplace
more productive and fruitful for all.
With Best Regards, Ken Perrotte
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W

inter has finally released its grip and spring is starting to show signs of life. The spring board
meeting was held a couple of weeks ago in Punta Gorda, Florida. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Punta Gorda/Englewood Beach Visitors and Convention Bureau for their hospitality and welcome them as new members of AGLOW. I am proud to say that our board is very dedicated and passionate about our organization, which can only lead to good things in the future.
The first media camps of the year will be taking place during the month of May. The first will
be a “Cast and Blast” event in Parsons, Kansas hosted by AGLOW Past President Jim Zaleski. This
event will involve spring turkey hunting and bass fishing in and around the Parsons area. Many of
you may remember that we were in Parsons several years ago for a “Cast and Blast” event that yielded several turkeys, some great fishing and a ton of stories.
The second media event will also be a “Cast and Blast”, the Blackhawk Lake Recreation Area
will be our home base for more turkey hunting and fishing. Pat Kalmerton and the gang from Wolf
Pack Adventures will be our hosts for this event. Working with the Kalmerton family is always a joy
and I am sure all who attend will come home with sore ribs from laughing so much, and some sore
shoulders from shooting at gobblers.
Planning for the annual conference is in full swing as well. I made a site visit in Gaylord, Michigan just before the spring board of directors meeting and met with Paul Beachnau and Christy
Walcott from the Gaylord CVB. We toured the Tree Tops Resort property where the conference will
be held.
Our goal was to formulate a contingency plan based on potential gathering restrictions due to
Covid. I am confident that regardless of the rules at that time, Tree Tops resort has facilities available
to accommodate our group. We will also reap the benefit of millions of dollars of upgrades and renovations now taking place at the resort. We are currently tweaking the schedule and gathering sponsors
for the conference and once these two tasks have been accomplished, we will be able to open registration.
AIC Chairman, Chris Sebastian and I are working on updating the rules and entry procedure
for the 2021 AIC program. We will have that information out to the membership in the coming
weeks.
I hope to see many of you at the upcoming media events, and certainly at the annual conference, until then, have a safe and productive Spring.

2021 AGLOW Conference - September 12-17, 2021 - Gaylord, Mi

Watch for details in future issues of HORIZONS
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Bill Hilts Retires from Niagara Tourism after 35 years

A

fter 35 years of serving as the Niagara County
Sportfishing Promotion Program Coordinator
and working as the Outdoor Promotions Director with Destination Niagara USA (formerly Niagara Tourism and Convention Corporation) since
2003, Bill Hilts, Jr. of Lockport will be hanging up
his marketing shoes from
an innovative program he
initiated with the county
back in 1986.
“Thanks to the
Niagara County Legislature following the lead of
the Niagara County Fisheries Development Program and the late Senator
John Daly, who came up
with the initial funding to
create a sportfishing promotion program
position,” said Hilts. “It
was through that kind of
leadership that the program was first started 35
years ago, and it was up
to me to keep it going.
However, it was a team
effort that really allowed Niagara County and Western New York to shine through the years.”
The “team” that Hilts was referring to is the
local contingent of area charter captains, the county’s Fisheries Development Board, local communities and groups along the river and lake, and even
other tourism offices along Lake Ontario and Lake
Erie.
“We formed the Lake Ontario Sportfishing
Promotion Council in the early 1990’s in an effort to
get everyone working on the same page for marketing Lake Ontario,” said Hilts. “In that time as a
group we spent over $1 million to help put Lake Ontario on the map as one of the top angling destinations in the world. Even though I was the president
the last 2 decades, it was a group effort that really
made the difference. And the work will continue
after I retire.”
One of LOSPC’s crown jewels was the creation of the Lake Ontario Counties (LOC) Trout and
Salmon Derbies on the lake in the 1990s. After
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building a strong foundation, they handed the popular event over to Dave Chilson and ESLO Promotions in the early 2000s.
The derbies are still popular events today.
Niagara County has led the way for other
counties (and states) to
look at sportfishing as an
important tool in the
tourism toolbox. In 1991,
Niagara County and New
York hosted the Outdoor
Writers Association of
America Conference and
in 2007 the area hosted
the Association of Great
Lakes Outdoor Writers.
Niagara County has also
been involved with 5 New
York State Outdoor Writers Association conferences in that timeframe.
Two years ago, the area
hosted the Confederation
Internationale de la Peche
Sportive gathering, the
f i r s t t i m e t h i s i nternational fisheries congress was ever held in the United States.
In 2012, the Town of Newfane speared
headed an effort to put the spotlight on the hamlet of
Olcott Beach as the Ultimate Fishing Town in America, a title that was earned through the World Fishing
Network. Hilts was the person that placed the official nomination because he believed that it truly was.
However, it was the community that rallied together,
helping the small fishing town to push for the special recognition.

“I realize I have some
big shoes to fill,”
Throughout the 35 years, there was always a
special focus on outdoor media. Television, magazine, newspaper, and electronic media from around
the world helped to tell the story of the area’s fishing. Behind the scenes it was the fish that really
helped to make the area stand out through the many
media outlets. Hilts, an award-winning writer, and
5
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photographer himself, hosted hundreds of media
folks through the years. It is important to note that it
will not stop there with his retirement.
On March 1, the next person in line to assume the sportfishing and outdoor respons-ibilities
of the office is Frank Campbell of Lewiston. Campbell is no stranger to sportfishing circles, serving as
an important ambassador to these natural resources
as a full-time charter captain for nearly 3 decades.
He has been seated on the County’s Fisheries Development Board for over 20 years, at least 10 of those
as board chairman. In addition, he has also been a
member of the Board of Directors for Niagara
Tourism and Convention Corporation, as well as
Board Chairman for the tourism agency. He is a cur-

rent delegate of the county for the state’s Lake Ontario Fisheries Task Group.
“I realize I have some big shoes to fill,” says
Campbell, “but Hilts isn’t going to just fade away.
He will continue to write for the Buffalo News, NY
Outdoor News, and other outdoor outlets. I have
some new ideas that I will try to implement along
with continuing many of the other important programs that Hilts started or was involved with. I am
looking forward to the challenge.”
For more information on Niagara Falls
USA, check out www.niagarafallsusa.com. In addition to a travel guide, there is a weekly fishing report
and an opportunity to request an outdoor activities
map.

Bob Holzhei - An Innova1ve Marke1ng Idea for Tourism
Due to the pandemic, innovative tourism bureaus had to aggressively market
their locations.
Recently I received a media request application from the state of Kansas. The
application was informative and detailed. Included was information on the locations
of proposed media visits, a media and public relations newsletter, suggested story
ideas, press releases, a photo gallery, and factual information on the area.
Colby Sharpless, Public Relations & Communications Manager with the Kansas Tourism Division, Kansas Department of Wildlife Parks & Recreation included an
application for one of the three camps this summer.
Media attention grew during the pandemic. “Writers were anxious to get out and travel to get new content for stories,” said Sharpless. “With the number of public relations leads we’ve received; we knew we had
to do something new to use when selecting media for these trips. We decided to start the application process so
we could see which trips interested each writer. It also gave us the ability to select media for each trip that
aligns with our brand and marketing plan,” he added.
Sharpless said this was the first year they have used the application process for planned media trips.
“We always had a form on our website that media could use if they were interested in an independent trip,” he
said.
Has the application process been successful?
“Within 24 hours” of sending the application out to media, over 20 applications had been received.
The maximum media allowed for the three combined trips is 12 journalists,” said Sharpless. Deadlines for the
three separate 4-day media trips (a maximum of five people included the tour guide) was included as well as a
detailed description of each media event.
The application included contact information, media outlets for stories, personal information, and
asked “How do you plan to use the experience?”. It also sought information on demographics and readership
for the publications. Locations offering the trips was also included.
The innovative approach to drawing journalists to an area impressed me. The CVB director
saved time by offering three events, rather than individually catering to media requests as they arrived. Main-
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taining a media contact list over the years allows CVB’s to publicize and send out the invitations as well as
regular press releases.
Maximizing publicity of an area was intended to draw journalists in. Not only was time saved, but a
plan was developed for the entire tourism season.
Follow-up with evaluation of the success of this approach is critical.
“The media interest in Kansas is considered a success. We are already blown away by the media interest over the past year,” concluded Sharpless.

The 5 Most Strategic Ways To Grow Your Social Media For Free
Nicole Stone

1. ORGANIC CONTENT IS
STILL KING
Coming up with your
own quality, creative content is
still the basis of a successful account. Essentially, the best content creators that engage with
their audience will find the most
success. This holds true on all
platforms (Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter, you name it…)
Most importantly, this
unique content needs to be
shared directly to the platform
(called organic “content” or “native” content).
The more engaging the
content - the faster you are going
to grow.
Therefore avoid linking
out too often, avoid sharing too
frequently, and choose wisely
when you post. This will improve your engagement, shares,
and therefore overall account
growth.
2. INTERACTING WITH
YOUR AUDIENCE IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER
There is a DIRECT
CORRELATION between comments and interactions with
Facebook reach. That means, the
more people that interact with
you, the more people Facebook
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will show your content to.
Therefore it’s important that you
respond to as many comments as
you can in a timely matter.
There is no excuses not
to do this… It takes all of 5 minutes out of your day to quickly
respond to messages with your
desktop. That 5 minutes results
in a HUGE return. It’s worth it.
This is also true of Instagram and Twitter. The more interaction, the better the results.
For Instagram it’s time spent on
post (so write engaging
captions), and on Twitter it’s getting people’s attention with content and conversation. Master
the organic content game and
you’ll have plenty of growth.
3. YOU NEED AUDIO,
VIDEO, AND WRITTEN
CONTENT
Some people prefer audio, some prefer video, and others simply love reading. Sometimes audio is the only way to
consume information (like when
driving), sometimes video is
king, and other times the only
way to consume media (like
while at work) is reading.
What does this mean for
the creator? It means you should
cover all three as much as possi-

ble. By covering all three you
have the ability to tap into a
much larger audience - while
having the resources to help you
stand out from your competition.
By having audio and
video on your blog, you are also
increasing time spent on page,
value, and ultimately helping you
improve your Google SEO.
4. INTERACTING WITH
OTHER AUDIENCES IS NECESSARY FOR GROWTH
I have written numerous
posts on engagement and the
need to reach out to other groups
to grow quicker. These are the
people who DON’T already follow you, but you would like
them to.
This stood true three
years ago and it still stands true
today. Social media is just that:
social. Whether you are on Twitt e r, F a c e b o o k , I n s t a g r a m ,
LinkedIn or something else…
reaching out and being social
with other people is the key to
improving your online engagement.
5 . M O R E S AT U R AT I O N
MEANS A MORE DEFINED
NICHE
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Finally, the farther we
get into the online game, the
more it becomes necessary to
find that perfect niche. There are
more content creators now than
there has ever been before. Because there is such an influx it’s
important to find an audience
you can leverage. This means
niching down. Find a more targeted group of people, and connect with them. For example, if
you are a lifestyle blogger then
consider niching down to health,
fitness, cooking.. etc. If you are

a health blogger consider niching
down to fitness, nutrition, or
even farther. Figure out an audience that you can stand out in then monetize it.
ORGANIC REACH IS
STILL POSSIBLE - BUT YOU
NEED TO PUT IN THE
RIGHT EFFORT
Time and time again I
hear how organic reach isn’t attainable anymore. This couldn’t
be more wrong. It’s just that
over the last couple of years the

rules have changed. Yes, it’s
harder, takes more work, and
more time. However, on all of
these platforms it’s entirely possibly to reach people for free if
you choose to serve your audience over yourself.
[Nicole is AGLOW’s new Craft Improvement Committee Chair. Please
contact her if you have any ideas for
a CI article, either to write or to see
in a future issue of HORIZONS. Her
e-mail is:nicole@nicolestone.com]

Get the Most Out Of Your Photos By Cropping
Tom Watson

Cropping: verb (crops, cropping, cropped) [with object]1• cut the
edges of (a photograph) in order to produce a better picture or to
fit a given space.

Y

ou can manipulate the focal point of your photos using a simple process called ‘cropping’
where, as the name implies, you crop or cut off
portions of the photo to enhance the image you want
to present. The process may include removing some
of the extraneous imagery surrounding the subject,
or may simply pull the image out of the scene - let-
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ting it stand out more due to size or reduction of adjacent clutter.
Here are a few ways to more effectively
present your photos using some basic cropping techniques:
What story do you want your photo to
tell? - Most importantly, think about why you are
taking the photo. Remember, a picture is worth
athousand word so how can you crop your photo to
get the most “words” from that one image as possible? (This can be significant if you have a limited
word count ceiling - that extra information conveyed
through a photo can help you optimize your wording
parameters.
Get Rid of Unnecessary Details - Non-essential objects or scenery in a photo can be distracting, especially unrelated people or text on signs in
the photo. Cropping enables you to remove (or
sometimes mask) those distracting visuals.
Rule of Thirds (R/3) - a fundamental rule
of photography composition. Where the image is
located within the borders of the photo is critical to
optimizing its impact on the entire picture. Placing
the subject dead center in the middle of the photograph is often the sign of a rookie - and too often can
detract from what cropping could otherwise make a
more eye-appealing image.
The Rule of Thirds divides the photo horizontally and vertically into three equal bands across
the entire image. Typically where these imaginary
8
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lines cross are the places within the photo that the
eye is drawn to the image and the ‘look’ of the entire
photo is more balanced and appealing.
In many cases the cropping allows for
tighter framing around the main image. Extraneous
objects or background can be eliminated from the
original composition.
Crop at Eye Level - Using the same R/3
grid, close-ups of a person should usually be positioned so the eyes are at the upper 1/3 horizontal line
and are roughly centered between the two vertical
lines that intersect with the upper horizontal line.
Don’t Wall In Subject - Unless you are
going for an art/mood shot, don’t wall in the subject
too tightly. Subject should appear to have “breathing
room”, and the viewer might sense this confinement,
too.
Crop Between Body Joints - Don’t sever
appendages - arms at elbows, wrists, knees, ears right at the joint or junction.Try to include in shot if
possible.
Cropping Photos in a Series - When creating a group of photos to use in a series, crop them all
the same size (same border dimensions). Altering
sizes of each panel is how comic books are laid out.
In a series of photos that are collectively telling the
story, make them all the same size (like a yearbook).
Crop For Cosmetic Reasons - Sometimes
you need to remove an unsightly visual distraction
from the photo. If the retouching tool doesn’t work,
perhaps careful, selective cropping will - or at least

minimize the ‘eyesore’ to where retouching can be
used to make it less distracting.
Horizon Lines - Try to align horizons in
your photo with the R/3 horizontal lines on the grid,
upper or lower depending upon composition/subject
matter of photo.
Cropping Tight - Sometimes cropping in
tighter than full frame lets you focus on details
more, like the plumage on a bird, or a lure in a fish’s
mouth. Cropping starts within the viewfinder. A

trick I use is to make sure I get a good wide-angle
shot of a bird in which I can show its surroundings
with the full expectation that I am going to be cropping the same image to emphasize the bird itself.
Crop To Gain Multiple Images (horizontal and vertical) -composing your original image so
you can crop in the alternate axis from which you
took the photo (horizontal original with a vertically-
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oriented image cropped from it. You can still crop
within those new dimensions, too.
Crop in Moderation - Be a surgeon, not a
wood-chopper with your image. Better to crop in
increments and view each successive crop edit,
taking a little from each side, and/or top or bottom
using some of these techniques in the process.
The most important rule of all: Be creative, break the rules, experiment with images,
boundaries. The impact of a photo is all in the eye of
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the beholder. As the photographer, you are unbound
-ed by your photos….perhaps conveying them to
way beyond those renowned “thousand words”.
[Tom Watson was AGLOW’s 2018 recipient of the Pete
Czura Award for Excellence in Photography for his image
“Pelican Peek”.]
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Bow Spider Now Molle Compatible - Bow Spider – simply the
most practical and innovative
way to pack your bow in and out
of the woods while remaining
quickly, easily, and quietly accessible, is now Molle compatible. It does so by using a pair of
sturdy metal clips that mate with
all standard Molle webbing on

packs, web belts, and other
items.
MOLLE stands for
“modular light-weight load-carrying equipment.” It has rows of
heavy-duty nylon fabric called
PALS (pouch attachment ladder
system) which is stitched onto
backpacks, vests and numerous
other equipment items and allows equipment to be easily customized to match the exact needs
and body sizes of users.
The Bow Spider concept
revolves around a lightweight,
roundish bow holder that comes
with a sturdy belt and long bolts,
allowing for multiple ways to
secure your bow. An aluminum
arm attaches to the bow’s riser,
and slides into a slot on the
lightweight, injection-molded
receiver, which can be worn on
the included belt, attached via
long bolts to other objects, or
now, via the Molle system. The
bow is held securely in place via
a gravity-locking system yet
slides out with minimal effort.
The Bow Spider can easily be attached to a backpack,
hip, truck headrest, blind, binoc-
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ular harness or tree - or to any
sturdy flat surface.
Bow Spider products are
100 percent made in America,
and the company gives one percent of its sales to several recognized American conservation
organizations. In addition, the
company also offers a 15 percent
discount to military veterans.
Check out the YouTube
video:https://bowspider.com/
pages/videos. For more information, visit www.bowspider.com.;
Editorial Contact: Karen Lutto:
karen@hunteroc.com; HOC
Website: www.hunteroc.com
Jeremiah Burish - Bending
Branches Paddles Newest Fishing
Ambassador
[Jeremiah, the Director
of Sports Sales & Events for the
La Crosse County Convention &
Visitors Bureau, was recently
accepted onto the Bending
Branches team of kayak angling
ambassadors. Here’s an excerpt
of the bio’ Jeremiah provided
Bending Branches]:
I have been fishing since
I was 10 years old but just recently began tournament fishing.
My first ever kayak fishing experience was during a Kayak Bass
Fishing Trail event in 2017 out
of La Crosse, WI. I finished third
in that tournament and the format
and excitement of the kayak
tournament scene absolutely
hooked me. Since that time, I
have competed in many national
and regional series events (47 in
total) and have amassed 28 top
tens, six 3rd place finishes, four
runner-up finishes, and three
tournament wins.

Kayak fishing allows me
to reach waters that boats cannot
access. This shallow water fishing puts me closer to nature,
away from the masses, and more
in tune with the fish. My paddle
is a vital tool for me to quickly
travel to these areas and navigate
these incredible shallows, often
acting as a push pole more than a
paddle. My paddle sees some
abuse but the high durability and
"beefed-up" blades with Rockgard edge protection of the Angler Navigator Plus is the perfect
combination of speed and power
I need for success on the water.
Although not a professional guide, I regularly host
outdoor writers & media professionals on the water to garner
content for numerous TV shows,
articles, photos, and more. This
is an extension of my duties at
Explore La Crosse in order to
further promote the Upper Mississippi River as one of the best
fisheries in the country and
showcase the beautiful La Crosse
area
I am proud to partner
with and represent Bending
Branches as well as other top
industry brands.
ABU GARCIA’s Top 10 of the
Country’s 100 Top Fsheries - Celebrating Its 100th Anniversary 11
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Famed fishing equipment maker Abu Garcia announces the Top 10 in its list of
the country’s Top-100 Fisheries.
A list designed to inspire curiosity and exploration as well as debate, the Abu Garcia Top-100
Fisheries list includes natural and
man-made lakes, as well as
rivers and sections of rivers,
across 38 different states—all of
them known for delivering the
quality, quantity and species of
fish most sought after by Abu
Garcia loyalists.
Selected in collaboration
with a panel of fishing-industry
experts, these fisheries were chosen because they stand out in a
host of areas. The Abu Garcia
Top-100 Fisheries list places a
premium on those fisheries that
offer the best overall multispecies angling opportunities.
The list also preserves
space for those fisheries offering
unparalleled species-specific
fishing opportunities and experiences, whether it’s chasing
world-record-class redear sunfish
on Lake Havasu, fighting a flathead on Santee Cooper or looking for the best five largemouth
bass in Lake Guntersville. True
trophy-quality angling opportunities for a wealth of different
species, from bass to white sturgeon, are included in the list.
Abu Garcia Top-100 Fisheries:
The Top 10
1. St. Lawrence River (NY)
2. Lake St. Clair (MI)
3. Lake Erie (OH/PA/NY/MI)
4. Red River (ND/MN)
5. Santee Cooper (SC)
6. Lake Guntersville (AL)
7.Sam Rayburn Reser.(TX)
8. Clear Lake (CA)
9. Lake Fork (TX)
10. Lake Chickamauga (TN)

eries list, to explore each fishery
in detail and learn more about
the best times, places and ways
to catch fish there, go
to www.abugarcia.com. Contact: Josh Ward: joshw@gunpowderinc.com
X2POWER Adds Tommy Kemos to
2021 Walleye Pro Staff - X2Power, the premium power source for
the marine, car/light truck and
motorsports markets, announces
the addition of Tommy Kemos to
its walleye pro staff for 2021. As
part of the pro staff, Kemos will
highlight the competitive advantage enjoyed by anglers who run
X2Power marine batteries in
their tournament boats and tow
vehicles.
Kemos, who also hosts
“The Next Bite” in addition to
competing professionally in
walleye tournaments, is the only
walleye pro to qualify for the
PWT, FLW, NWT, MWC, Aim
Pro Series, AIM Weekend Series,
AIM National and Cabela’s National Team championships. Kemos has multiple tournament
wins to his credit as well as
championships in multiple tours
and the 2014 NWT Angler of the
Year title.
X2Power Marine batteries are part of a line of premium
power options that include AGM
batteries as well as lithium batteries for power-sports applications. X2Power marine batteries feature a pure-lead, dualpurpose design - high cranking
power to start modern boat motors; cycling capabilities necessary to run trolling motors, depth
finders, side-imaging, radios,
radar, lights, pumps, coolers and
more. Contact: Josh Ward; Gunpowder Inc. joshw@gunpowderinc.com.

For more information on
the Abu Garcia Top-100 Fish-
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Get Your Gear Ready for Lake
Erie Walleye Fishing - There are

plenty of fish in Lake Erie for
anglers to catch this spring, according to the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources (ODNR)
Division of Wildlife.
O h i o ’s D i v i s i o n o f
Wildlife says anglers will find
plenty of keeper-sized walleye,
measuring at least 15 inches
long, from the 2014 to 2019
hatches. Many of the 2-year-old
fish will reach the minimum
length by the end of the 2021
summer.”
April is also a great
times to fish in the Maumee and
Sandusky rivers during the
spring walleye run.
The daily limit for Lake
Erie and its tributaries is six
walleye, with a minimum length
of 15 inches to be kept.
More information can be
found in the 2021-2022 Ohio
Fishing Regulations guide. Visit
wildohio.gov to find public access locations to fish for walleye
and other species, as well as fishing forecasts, species information, wild game tips and more.
ODNR website at ohiodnr.gov.

South Dakota Announces New
Way to Support Habitat - South
Dakota Game, Fish and Parks
(GFP) recently announced the
opening of the South Dakota
Can-Am raffle as a new
opportunity to support habitat
and the chance to win the
ultimate rooster chasing UTV.
GFP has partnered with
South Dakota Department of
Tourism, Can-Am, and R+R
Pheasant Hunting to raffle off a
Can-Am Defender Max Limited
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with all proceeds supporting the
Second Century Habitat Fund.
Tickets are $100 each
and available to both South
Dakota residents and
nonresidents. There is no limit to
how many tickets can be
purchased. The drawing for the
winner will take place in October
in conjunction with Governor
Kristi Noem’s Annual Pheasant
Hunt.
To learn more about the
fund board, the raffle or to
purchase tickets, visit https://
www.sdhabitatfund.org/raffle.

Indiana DNR Recreation &
Fishing Guidebooks Available -

Your guide to Indiana's best values in outdoor recreation is
available now at IN.gov/
recguide. Your guide to Indiana
fishing is available now at
wildlife.IN.gov/2347.htm.
Free printed copies of
each are available at local retail
outlets, state parks, lakes and
other DNR properties all over the
Hoosier state.
The DNR’s 2021 Indiana
Recreation Guide is the one-stop
source for information on state
parks, state forests, lakes, fish &
wildlife areas, nature preserves,
state park inns, and other DNR
properties.

2022 Pure Michigan Hunt applications now available - Pure
Michigan Hunt applications are
on sale now to Dec. 31. You
could walk away with a hunting
package worth thousands, as well
as licenses for elk, bear, spring
and fall turkey, and antlerless
deer, and the first

pick at a managed waterfowl
hunt area.
Don't miss out on your
shot at Michigan's ultimate hunt!
Visit Michigan.gov/PMH for
more details, to purchase an application(s) or for information
about our great sponsors.

New Boat Engine Cutoff Switch
Law Into Effect April 1 - Applies
to boats less than 26 feet operating on plane or above displacement speed
There are new engine
cutoff device wear requirements
for recreational boat operators as
part of the January 1, 2021, passage of National Defense Authorization Act that included a
USCG Reauthorization. These
devices, commonly referred to as
engine cutoff switches (ECOS),
are designed to prevent a boatstrike injury if an operator is accidentally ejected overboard
while underway.
Effective April 1, 2021,
the new law requires a vessel
operator to use either a helm or
outboard lanyard or wireless
ECOS on certain vessels less
than 26 feet when traveling on
plane or above displacement
speed. These vessels include (1)
boats that have a functioning
engine cutoff device installed at
the helm or on an outboard engine or have wireless ECOS, or
(2) boats manufactured beginning January 2020. The Coast
Guard increased the number of
boats required to have ECOS
installed after this date in an effort to reduce boating accidents
and fatalities.
Exceptions to the ECOS
requirement include if the main
helm of the vessel is in an en13
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closed cabin or the vessel is not
operating on plane or at displacement speed. Low-speed
activities such as fishing or docking do not require use of an
ECOS. The vessel operator is
also exempt if the boat’s motor
produces less than 115 lbs. of
static thrust – or about the size of
a 2-hp engine.
The new law applies to
all federally navigable waterways. Boaters are encouraged to
check the U.S. Coast Guard website for additional information on
this new use requirement and
other safety regulations and recommendations. For more information, contact: D. Scott Croft,
SCroft@BoatUS.com

Early and late season walleye
harvest to be allowed on Mille
Lacs in 2021 - Early-season
walleye anglers on Minnesota’s
Mille Lacs Lake will be able to
keep one walleye 21-23 inches
long or one longer than 28 inches. Summer will bring catch-andrelease walleye fishing, with a
mid-season closure, before the
potential for a one-fish limit returns in the fall.
The one-fish walleye
limit will be in place from Saturday, May 15, through Monday,
May 31. Walleye fishing will be
catch-and-release from Tuesday,
June 1, through Wednesday, June
30. A two-week closure — implemented to reduce hooking
mortality — will be in place
from Thursday, July 1, through
Thursday, July 15. Catch-andrelease walleye fishing will resume on Friday, July 16, and
continue through Wednesday,
Sept. 15.
The one-fish walleye
limit is scheduled to resume
Thursday, Sept. 16, through
Tuesday, Nov. 30. During the
late season, the DNR also will
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allow anglers to fish from 6 a.m.
to midnight.
To help avoid incidental
catch of walleye during the twoweek closure, fishing for any
species with certain kinds of bait
will be restricted. Anglers targeting northern pike and muskellunge can use sucker minnows
longer than 8 inches. But anglers
targeting other fish may not use
live, dead, preserved or parts of
minnows, night crawlers, worms,
leeches or crayfish.
More information about
fishing regulations on Mille Lacs
Lake, ongoing DNR management and research, citizen engagement, and Mille Lacs-area
recreation opportunities is available on the MN DNR website.

WI-DNR Working With Multiple
Agencies To Remove Invasive
Carp From Mississippi River The Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) and
neighboring state and federal
agencies began conducting an
intensive invasive carp removal
effort in Pool 8 of the Mississippi River near La Crosse on April
5. The innovative Modified Unified Method (MUM) combines
netting and herding techniques to
drive and concentrate invasive
carp from a large area of water
into a small zone for removal.
This is the first time
MUM has been used in Wisconsin or Minnesota waters, including the first time it has been used
anywhere across the country as
an early detection and rapid response technique. The DNR is
working with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
(MNDNR), which is leading the
operation, the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
This MUM exercise is
part of a response to 39 silver

carp and 12 grass carp that were
captured in Pool 8 in March
2020. The goal is to remove invasive carp present in Pool 8,
curb the potential for invasive
carp reproduction and to prevent
their establishment in the Upper
Mississippi River Basin. The
operation will also yield more
detailed information about any
current invasive carp presence in
Pool 8.
The thorough search and
removal effort will last seven to
10 days. Progressive areas of
Pool 8 were closed for one to
three days during this time, temporarily suspending commercial
fishing and recreational use of
portions of Pool 8.
In the Modified Unified
Method developed by the USGS,
block nets are used to create
compartments or “cells” from
which the fish can be driven. The
USGS then uses electrofishing
boats and boats outfitted with
underwater speakers to herd carp
from each cell. When a cell is
cleared, another net is used to
close the cell and prevent the fish
from returning. This process is
repeated one cell at a time, gradually reducing the area available
to the carp and concentrating the
fish into a harvest removal area,
where a large commercial seine
will be used to draw out the congregated fish. Native fish do not
seem to respond in the same way,
preferring to hide, rather than
run, from the sound stimulus.
Five invasive carp previously tagged with acoustic
transmitters will complement this
effort by increasing effectiveness
at targeting fish in Pool 8 and
providing insights into their
movements and other behaviors.
The DNR and other
agencies will report the results
when the operation and followup analyses are complete.
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NY-DEC Announces Finalization of Trout Stream Regulations - Streamlined Rule
Changes Increase Angling Opportunities, - New York State

Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) announced
the finalization of new trout
stream regulations that took effect on April 1, 2021, to help
improve the management of inland trout streams across the
state. The new regulations support the objectives of the five
management categories of
DEC’s Trout Stream Management Plan and significantly increase trout stream angling opportunities by allowing fishing
year-round. In addition, DEC
launched a new interactive Trout
Stream Fishing Map to provide
anglers with information about
how and where to find their preferred type of trout angling opportunities.
The rule making eliminates more than 20 types of special regulations associated with
trout stream reaches, reducing 26
regulations to four, while sustaining a consistent level of resource protection.
The new regulations address several new daily creel limits as well as the creation of a
statewide catch-and-release trout
season in effect from Oct. 16 to
March 31. During this period
anglers are restricted to artificial
lures only and must promptly
release all trout caught.

Guide is available at https://
w w w. d e c . n y. g o v / o u t d o o r /
122444.html.
With more than 65 interactive data layers, DECinfo Locator lets users see and download
permits, former industrial site
cleanup plans, water quality reports, and more based on where
they live, work, or play. DECinfo
Locator's outdoor activity data
lets hikers, campers, hunters, and
other adventurers plan forays
into New York's natural wonders.

April. Get hard copies by
emailing FWFish@dec.ny.gov.

Iowa Mudpuppies -

In
Iowa, Mudpuppies (Necturus
maculosus) are considered rare

New NY-DEC 2021 Freshwater
Fishing Regulations Guide New for 2021, DEC streamlined
its annual fishing regulations
guide. With few exceptions, contents in the new guide are limited
to only a summary of the laws
and regulations anglers need to
know before hitting the water.
Waterbodies are now listed alphabetically by region to make
looking up regulations easier.
The new guide can be
found at https://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/7917.html for
downloading and printing at
home. Production of hard copies
is underway and DEC expects to
have guides at License Issuing
Agents no later than the second
week of

due to the scarcity of documented records and are designated a threatened species in
the state. Mudpuppy records
are scattered throughout several major river basins.
Mudpuppies are notoriously difficult to catch with
standard aquatic techniques
but anglers sometimes catch
them while fishing for walleyes
or catfish.
If you find a Mudpuppy, please take a few good photos, release it back into the water and then please contact:
paul.frese@dnr.iowa.gov.

New NY-DEC Interactive Trout
Stream Fishing Map All Wild-Quality, WildPremier, Stocked, and StockedExtended reaches are mapped,
and DEC will complete the mapping of Wild categorized reaches
later this year. Links to the Trout
Stream Fishing Map and a User
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Bucket List - Catch a Catfish on the
Minnesota River *
(Story and Photos by Roy Heilman)

The Minnesota River has long had a reputation as a catfishing destination. DNR Minnesota
River specialist Tony Sindt describes it as “a very
high-quality trophy fishery,” noting that some may
consider it “world class.”
Not that it’s getting that kind of attention.
Sindt says angler pressure appears to be light and the
catfish population is extremely healthy.
Channel catfish are generally smaller and
more abundant than flathead catfish in the Minnesota River. Flatheads are famously ravenous, toptier predators, prized as trophy catches. From the
mouth at the Mississippi upstream to Granite Falls,
anglers have a genuine opportunity to land (and release) flatheads in the 40- to 50-pound class. The
entire stretch of the river, on the other hand, is good
for eating-size channel cats—I happen to know.
A few summers ago my daughter, Ruby,
reeled in her first catfish from the banks of Lac Qui
Parle, an impoundment on the upper reaches of the
Minnesota. Mosquitoes were aggressive on that hot,
humid night, but so were the channel cats while the
horizon blushed pink and purple. Together we
caught almost our combined limit—including one
bruiser—and left with enough for a meal.
She mentions that magic hour we shared
every now and then. I think it was just enough to
spawn another catfish lover.
(Continued Next page)

Roy Heilman/ Photo by Ruby Heilman

D

ecades ago, my teenage self set out to catch a
catfish. From what little I knew, a sandbar on the
Minnesota River between St. Peter and Mankato
was the place to accomplish that. Within minutes of
settling in and casting to the swirling
butterscotch current, a hefty channel cat began
thrashing at the end of my line. I was forever
changed.
There have been many other catfish for me
since then, on many other waters. But nothing ever
measures up to the warm summer nights of my
youth, on the banks of the Minnesota, staring at stars
and waiting for my line to twitch. That river was
solely responsible for making me a lover of catfish,
and I’m probably not alone in that.
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Ruby Heilman/ Photo by Roy Heilman
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Minnesota River FYIShore fishing access
is easily found on the Minnesota, in the many
state and local parks, aquatic management areas,
and wildlife management areas along its banks.
Four current state record fish were caught on
•
the Minnesota, a testament to its diversity
and productivity. In addition to catfish, it is
considered an under-the-radar destination
for walleye fishing.
Minnesota Department of Health fish con•
sumption guidelines for the Minnesota River
are similar to statewide guidelines.
Franklin, in Renville County, has held an
•
annual catfish tournament for more than 40
years.
Tackle and Techniques
A stout rod is requisite catfish equipment, as
•
is fishing line of at least 20-pound test.

•

•
•

Baits used to target channel cats appeal to
their acute sense of smell, including night
crawlers, chicken livers, and “stink bait.”
A simple slip rig placed near a current seam
is sound strategy.
For flatheads, large live and cut baits on
hooks like 8/0 octopus are favored, fished
near holes and snags.
Late May and early June leading up to the
spawning season is one of the best times to
find hungry, on-the-move catfish.

*[Roy’s article was originally published in the MarchApril issue of Minnesota’s Conservation Volunteer
magazine - Used with permission. ]

Surface Tension
Steve Griffin

(2020 AGLOW AIC - 1st Place - Best of Magazine/Fishing)

I knew better.
The blanket of lily pads in this little upstream corner of Wixom Lake looked all but impenetrable: a creature might be able to scamper across
the canopy, but no way, it seemed, could a predator
from beneath get to it.
But, I knew better.
So, I skittered the white plastic mouse from
pad to pad, pausing from time to time, making it hop
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a bit, dart a bit. And when at last the pads parted and
the mouse disappeared into what looked like an
empty coffee can, I instantly pulled back like my life
depended on fast action – and brought the fish-less
lure flying back at me.
I laughed.
After all, I’d known better.
Just about everybody who fishes the surface
for bass will tell you – over and over, since you need
reminders – that you must delay the hookset as long
as you can, if you hope to boat the fish. The splash is
just the leading edge of the bite. And then your advisor will usually laugh, knowing how quickly the
heart overcomes the brain when a fish attacks something on the surface.
That’s why we go back, time after time. It’s
the thrill I call ‘surface tension.’
Remember that junior high or high school
lesson in which a teacher tried to impress upon you
the amazing way water bonds across its surface:
makes it glassy, helps a boat plane, even floats a
needle in that old science experiment? That’s basic,
and important, science.
But ‘surface tension’ to me is something
else: that heart-in-mouth feeling as a lure gurgles
along toward you,: something wild’s gonna happen,
17
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Don Fillmore / Photo by Steve Griffin

and happen soon, and you’d best be ready, and
you’re probably not gonna be…
And then it happens, a whoosh of a splash as
your lure disappears, and maybe this time you wait
long enough, or just get lucky, and the hooks find a
hold, and the fight’s on – if not entirely on the surface, then likely returning to it in a thrashing battle.
Most fly rod trout fishers will tell you that
across time you’ll catch far more trout by fishing
deep or even middle-depths, than you will on the
top. And then they’ll tie on a delicate little something that will float on the film yes, thanks to scientific surface tension – and try for the little splash that
makes their day.
When you move from that to bass fishing,
it’s like changing from classical music on ear buds
to rap in a woofer-rigged lowrider. You feel it all
over.
You remember moments in this game, like
the lily pad episode at the start of this tale.
Or the cast on a river near my home that
sent a red-and-white Creek Chub Knuckle-Head Jr.
toward the shoreline, and the way a hole opened in
the water and the lure fell into it the way a fly ball
drops into a fielder’s open glove. I was so stunned it
took a second to recover, and that’s how I was able
to set the hooks into the jaw of a smallmouth that
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then spent more time out of the water than in it, until
I was able to life it into my boat, unhook and release
it.
Two pounds of smallie, a few minutes of
fight, and a memory I’ll not forget.
Or, fishing a bass tournament a bass tournament with friend Don Fillmore of Coleman. The
cast, toward a little pocket in shoreline brush, flew a
few inches too far. My white rat wrapped twice
around the limb and dangled, about 18 inches above
the water, and I was sure I’d blown a cast to great
cover.
I gave it a couple of tugs and somehow it
flipped back and over the branch, twice, and finally
fell free – and into a new-made crater in the water
like the one in the smallie story I just told. But this
hole was even bigger – the maw of a 6-pound, 4ounce largemouth bass that put us in the money
overall and took big-bass honors for the tournament.
Clutching the trophies and checks was a
thrill – but nothing compared to seeing the lure fall
into that hole in the water.
Sometimes not seeing provides the thrill. Jerry VanderMeer of Newaygo and I were on the Hodenyl Dam backwaters of the Manistee River late
one night, having tied on Jitterbugs like those my
dad had talked about so often. Dad had warned us of
the tension – how he’d nearly jumped out of the boat
a few foggy night when he’d become mesmerized by

“…A bass may not have read
the book about where bass
are supposed to be….”
the soft gurgle of the timeless plug, and a bass erupted from the water as he raised the bait from it for
another cast.
This night was different: We learned to listen for the rattle of hooks as an attacking smallmouth leapt from the water, because if we somehow
waited for the splashdown and then a second or two
more, we had much better odds of hooking it.
A buddy still talks about the day on a big,
deep, clear northern Michigan lake, when the
smallmouth were eager to swim up from 15 feet
down to smack a Pop R.
At the other extreme, I’ve caught largemouths that measured six inches back-to-belly, in
what no deeper than that half-foot.
(Continued on next page…)
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Surface Tension Surface lures won’t work every time. Nothing does. But when they do, I argue they produce
fishing at its best.
Some principles can boost your odds.
Remember that terrestrial things in nature
seldom do the same thing for very long. They move,
they watch, they run, they stop, they pause…. It’s
the same underwater, and at the surface,. Vary your
cadence, wobble the retrieve, act natural.
Throw to likely spots – but try the unlikely,
too. A bass may not have read the book about where
bass are supposed to be. Could be out shopping.
Be ready. Many of my catches – like the
river smallmouth and the under-brush largemouth
described earlier – have come as the lure lands, or in
the first few seconds (wait a bit to begin your retrieve) or first few feet after it.
Tie on your all-time best-producing lure –
but if it doesn’t do the trick try something you’d
consider tossing into your young niece or nephew’s
tackle box during a thinning of your collection. It
might be the ticket this day.
White rat, black Jitterbug, red and white
Knuckle-Head, blue and silver Pop-R – they’re my
go-tos, but I’ve had some great days on those lures
in other colors, and on Zara Spooks, Rattlin’ Chug
Bugs, Tiny Torpedos, floating Rebels and Rapalas –
plus some surface lures whose names have been
worn off if they ever bore them.
I prefer bait-cast gear to spinning, and
braided line for largemouths, mono for smallmouths;
the level-winds are more accurate and more fun.
Braids are a sure way to set hooks and pull largemouths from brush and lily pads, mono a bit less
visible to smallmouths. And if ever there was a time
to sharpen those hooks this is it. (Some old-school
plugs come with hooks so stout, and difficult to
sharpen, that I swap them out for lighter, sharper
ones.
Fish the prime times of dawn and dusk, but
don’t neglect after-dark hours. And more than once
we’ve found bass hunkered down under thick cover
on hot mid-days.
There may well be better, more productive
ways to fish, and plenty of folks pursue them. (I do
too, and often.) Some people may even claim their
chosen method is more exciting than popping or
gurgling a topwater plug.
But in the heart-racing flush of surface tension, I know better.
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Get Your Boat’s VHF Radio Ready Cellphones are just fine for routine communications. So why do you need a VHF radio on
your boat? Because in an emergency it’s the only
thing that can directly connect you to the U.S.
Coast Guard’s Rescue 21 system, giving you access to high-tech emergency response and Digital
Selective Calling (DSC) capabilities that can hasten your rescue.
Here are five tips from the BoatUS Foundation for Boating Safety and Clean Water to get you
and your VHF radio ready:
• Check antennae, power and ground to the VHF
radio, and batteries/charger if a handheld.
• Familiarize yourself with the most important VHF
radio channels;
• Automated VHF radio check systems are no
longer available with non-DSC VHF radios. You
can make a short radio check voice call on VHF
channel 9.
• For those with DSC VHF radios, enter the U.S.
Coast Guard coast station group identity
“003669999” into the radio’s DSC memory. Once
stored, 1. select “Test Call” from the radio’s DSC
menu; 2. select the U.S. Coast Guard number you
just entered; and 3. transmit the call. Your DSC
VHF radio’s display should indicate when that test
call is acknowledged and display the acknowledging station’s nine-digit identity. Note that the identity may be different than the group identity you
previously entered;
• Get your DSC-VHF radio’s Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) number by going to BoatUS.com/MMSI. Don’t forget to enter the new
MMSI number into your DSC VHF radio and ensure GPS connection is made (if DSC-VHF radio
doesn’t have internally). Contact: D. Scott Croft,
703-461-2864, SCroft@BoatUS.com
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